REST API
The API is implemented via a Representational State Transfer (REST) service that allows users to access OAC data via GET requests (POST support coming soon), where the primary route to the data is in the form https://api.DOMAIN/OBJECT1+OBJECT2+.../QUANTITY1+QUANTITY2+.../ ATTRIBUTE1+ATTRIBUTE2+...?ARGUMENT1=VALUE1&ARGUMENT2=VALUE2&...
where DOMAIN corresponds to the catalog corresponding to the object type of the user's interest (e.g. sne.space for supernovae, tde.space for tidal disruptions, etc.), OBJECT is set to a +-delimited list of object names, QUANTITY is set to a +-delimited list of quantities to retrieve from all objects, ATTRIBUTE is a +-delimited list of properties of those quantities, and the ARGUMENT variables (delimited by &) allow to user to filter data based upon various attribute values. Alternatively, a user can locate objects by replacing the list of objects with catalog https://api.DOMAIN/catalog/QUANTITY1+QUANTITY2+.../ ATTRIBUTE1+ATTRIBUTE2+...?ARGUMENT1=VALUE1&ARGUMENT2=VALUE2&... which will perform a search across the full catalog to retrieve the requested data. Routes that exclude the list of objects and/or quantities and/or attributes are also valid; the API will return all data corresponding to the full list of the omitted route components in these cases (see the examples in Table 1 ). Key names that are usable in API calls (for the QUANTITY and ATTRIBUTE parts of the API route) can be found in the OAC schema 8 . The ARGUMENT variables can be used to guarantee that a certain attribute appears in the 2 returned results (e.g. adding &time&e magnitude to the query will guarantee that each returned item has a time and e magnitude attribute), and/or used to filter via a simple equality such as telescope=HST (which would only return QUANTITY objects where the telescope attribute equals "HST"), and/or matched against regular expressions, and/or used for more sophisticated operations (an example being cone searches ra and dec). Below we show a list of special attributes that can be used to perform advanced queries:
closest:
Return the quantities with the closest value to the specified attributes. If multiple attributes are specified, the closest to each will be returned (e.g., magnitude=15&time=56789&closest would return both the observation with magnitude closest to 15 and time closest to 56789.
complete:
Return only quantities containing all of the requested attributes.
first:
Return only the first of each of the listed quantities.
format=x: Return data in the specified format x, currently supports CSV and TSV. Any other format specification will return JSON.
item=n:
Return only the nth item of each of the listed quantities.
radius=r:
Return objects within a distance r (in arcseconds) of a given set of ra and dec coordinates. Note that this disables exact matches for ra and dec.
width=w:
Return objects within a distance w (in arcseconds) of a given ra value (for box searches).
height=h:
Return objects within a distance h (in arcseconds) of a given dec value (for box searches).
sortby=s:
Sort the returned array by the attribute s (only works when returning results in CSV or TSV formats).
In Table 1 , we provide some example queries that demonstrate the API's capabilities, these examples are hopefully useful to the reader as a starting point for OACAPI interactions.
ASTROQUERY MODULE
Along with the release of the REST API, we also announce the release of a module for the Astroquery package (part of the Astropy package, Astropy Collaboration et al. 2013), available in the 0.3.8 release of Astroquery
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. This module is designed to bring the full functionality of the REST API described above into a Pythonic workflow. The primary methods available to the user are:
query object: This method returns the requested QUANTITIES and ATTRIBUTES for a specified OBJECT or list of OBJECTS.
query region: This method returns the results of a cone or box search for a single set of coordinates. Results can be filtered based on desired QUANTITIES and ATTRIBUTES.
Users can also quickly obtain results using the following tailored methods:
get photometry: This method returns all available photometry for a single OBJECT or list of OBJECTS.
get single spectrum: This method returns a single spectrum for a single object at a specified MJD.
get spectra: This method returns all available spectra for a single OBJECT or list of OBJECTS.
All of the methods described here return an Astropy table constructed from the returned CSV query. Users can also request a JSON compliant dictionary. We note that some searches, such as those returning multiple spectra, can not be processed into an Astropy table.
We thank the regular users of the Open Astronomy Catalogs for testing the API as it was being deployed, with special thanks to Sebastian Gomez for helpful comments. This work utilized the Astropy (Astropy Collaboration et al. 2013) and Astroquery packages.
